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ABSTRACT

All-Sky Measurements of the Mesospheric "Frontal Events"
from Bear Lake Observatory, Utah

by

Seon-Hee Seo, Master of Science
Utah State University, 1998

Major Professor: Dr. Michael J. Taylor
Department: Physics

Studies of internal gravity waves in the earth's upper atmosphere are of
considerable interest. These waves play a very important role in the dynamics of the
mesosphere and lower thermosphere (ML T) region where they can transfer large
amounts of energy and momentum from the lower atmosphere via wave saturation and
dissipation . In particular, small-scale short-period (< I hour) waves of the type regularly
recorded by all-sky nightglow imagers operated by Utah State University (USU) are
known to be very important contributors. In this thesis attention is focused on a subset
of small-scale wave phenomena recently discovered using such image data, the so called
"frontal events." Frontal events have distinguishable characteristics from usual shortperiod (< I hour) gravity waves. The principal characteristics are a well defined leading
"front, " which exhibits a sharp change in intensity followed by a coherent wave trail
(often extending from horizon to horizon) and relatively high phase speeds (>50

111

ms"1) .

Another unusual characteristic of "frontal events" is an apparent reversal in

contrast of the wave structures as imaged in the hydroxyl (OH) emission (peak altitude
- 87 km) when compared with the oxygen (OJ) "green line" (557.7 nm) emission (peak

altitude -96 km) that can sometimes occur.

In one isolated case, observed from

Haleakala, Hawaii, the bright wave crests in the OH emission appeared to propagated
through a dark structureless sky, whereas in the OI emission the same waves appeared to
propagate into a bright sky, leaving an apparently depleted emission in its wake. Recent
theoretical studies based on noble measurements have shown that frontal events may be
due to a "bore-like" intrusion that raises the OJ (557.7 nm) layer by a few km and at the
same time depresses the OH layer by a similar amount. However, studies of fronts and
bores in the MLT region are exceptionally rare.
I have discovered and analyzed 16 frontal events from image data recorded at
Bear Lake Observatory, Utah (41.6°N, 111.6°W), over the past four years. I have
investigated some of their properties such as their horizontal wavelengths, horizontal
phase speeds, observed periods, and their directions of motion. In addition, I have made
comparative measurements of their relative intensities in the OH and OI emissions.
These studies provide the first "extensive" data set on such events detailing their
morphology and dynamics and should provide important information necessary for a
deeper understanding of their occurrence frequency and properties.
(102 pages)
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction to the Upper Atmosphere
The atmosphere can be classified into several regions termed troposphere,
stratosphere, mesosphere, and thermosphere according to its temperature structure.
Figure 1.1 shows the temperature-height distribution and nomenclature of the earth' s
atmosphere.
Most weather phenomena occur in the troposphere, and thus we are most familiar
with it. In the troposphere the temperature decreases with altitude until it reaches an
upper limit called the tropopause, which ranges in height from about 8 km to 15 km
above the surface, depending on latitude. As the temperature decreases with altitude, the
troposphere becomes unstable and strong convection--the source of our weather--results.
In the stratosphere, which lies within about 50 km of the earth' s surface, the temperature
increases due to absorption of solar ultraviolet radiation by ozone. Thus the stratosphere
is stable against convection.

Above the stratosphere lies the mesosphere where the

temperature again falls with height within the altitude range - 50 to 80 km. At higher
altitudes the temperature rises again due especially, to absorption of solar far-ultraviolet
radiation by atomic and molecular oxygen.

The region of transition, termed the

mesopause, is the coldest place on earth (reaching lower than 150 K in summer at high
latitudes) and is dynamically driven by gravity waves, which are the subject of this
thesis.
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Figure 1.1 Temperature distribution and nomenclature of the earth 's atmosphere
[Taylor, 1986a).
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Figure 1.2 plots some of the fundamental properties of the atmosphere as a
function of height. At mesospheric and lower thennospheric (MLT) heights ( - 80-100
km ), where the airglow layers exist (see Figure 1.1), the gas is very tenuous because the

volume occupied is very large compared to the total mass of the upper atmosphere. The
pressure of the upper atmosphere is also very low, essentially at a laboratory vacuum.
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Figure 1.2 Plots of some fundamental properties of the atmosphere as a function of
height [Hargreaves, 1979].
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Ultraviolet radiation from the sun ionizes the upper atmosphere above - 80 km, creating
the ionosphere. In this region photochemical processes involving electronic and ion
production and loss in the presence of sunlight and other ionizing radiation dominate with
increasing altitude. The increase in temperature of the thermosphere results from these
photochemical processes, which release energy. The degree of solar activity, altitude,
latitude, time of day, and season are all major variables in the upper atmosphere's thermal
response. From the previous descriptions it is apparent that the upper atmosphere is very
different from the troposphere in which we live.

1.2 Airglow Emissions

Otto Struve first suggested the term "airglow" to distinguish the light from
aurora [Elvey, 1950]. The main energy source of airglow is the sun.

Airglow is a

phenomenon describing nonthermal radiation emitted by the atoms and molecules of the
earth's upper atmosphere reacting together to give off light. On the other hand, auroral
light results from impact on neutral atmospheric gases by charged particles penetrating
down the earth's magnetic field. Airglow is classified into three categories: dayglow,
twilight glow, and nightglow according to the time when they occur.

Dayglow is

generally difficult to observe because of direct sunlight even though the emissions of
dayglow are the most intense among the three.

Twilight glow occurs during the

transition time between day and night and usually has a relatively short observing time,
depending on the latitude of observation.

There are several prominent nightglow

emissions which are all due to the photochemical processes. In the ML T region the
nightglow consists of several different line and band emissions occurring at visible, near

5
infrared (NIR) wavelengths. These emissions are significantly fainter than the dayglow
and twilight glow but are relatively easy to investigate, due, in part, to the long
observation times available.
The forbidden oxygen (01) "green line" and the sodium "D line" doublet occur in
the visible part of the spectrum and were studied first about I 00 years ago. Figure 1.3
shows the nightglow spectrum from 500 to 800 nm. Note the relatively low intensity of
the visible wavelength atomic line emissions and the abundance of molecular band
emissions at NIR wavelengths due, primarily to the hydroxyl (OH) emission. The first
detailed studies of the night sky spectra were made in the 1940' s. In contrast, studies of
the infrared and ultraviolet sky spectrum have primarily been made over the past 25 years
with the development of more sensitive detectors. These measurements have revealed
that the OH emission is the most intense airglow in the night sky; however, it occurs
primarily at NIR and infrared wavelengths. Ground-based observation of the infrared
airglow is limited by water vapor absorption in the atmosphere. However, observations
at NIR wavelengths (<I j.tm) are not significantly affected by water vapor and provide
the bulk of the OH image measurements to date.

The distribution of atmospheric

constituents determines the specific airglow emission heights, such as the OH emission,
which peaks at - 87 km and has a nominal nighttime half-width of -6 to 8 km [Baker
and Stair, 1988]. Similarly the Na emission originates at -90 km and the 01 emission at

- 96 km, each with nominal half-width of <10 km. Figure 1.4 shows the normalized
volume emission rates versus altitude for several ML T nightglow emissions.
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1.2.1 OH Emission
Krassovsky obtained some of the first high resolution spectra of the night sky in
1949 revealing its complex emission structure. Later, Meine! [ 1950 a, b] determined the
spectra was due mainly to rotational-vibrational transitions of the OH molecule in its
ground state. Bates and Nicolet (I 950] first suggested the "ozone mechanism"

to

explain the production ofvibrationally excited OH:

(I -I)

(1-2)

The asterisk represents OH in its vibrationally excited state (v'<9). Examination of the
equations (1-1) and (1-2) shows that this mechanism contributes to the destruction of
ozone and atomic oxygen in the upper atmosphere while the hydrogen acts as a catalyst
in these reactions. This excited OH gives rise to a series of rotational-vibrational bands
extending from 0.4-4 Jlm which dominate the NIR spectrum.

The intensity of the

nighttime OH emission can vary considerably during the night and from night to night.
The seasonal variations in the average mid-latitude intensity indicate a peak

around

November, and a minimum in the summer, around August [Barbier and Glaume,
1960].

1.2.2 Green Line 01 (557.7 nm) Emission
Like the OH emission, the green line (557.7 nm) emission is present in the night
sky at all latitudes and has in the past been called "permanent aurora" or "non-polar

9

aurora." McLennan and Shrnm (1925] first identified the green line emission as due to
the forbidden electronic transition 1S0 -7

1

D2 of oxygen atom. Figure 1.5 shows an

energy-level diagram of the lowest electronic states of atomic oxygen. Unlike the OH
Meinel band emissions, the green line emission originates from a single electronic
transitions and results in a line spectra. Two competing mechanisms have been proposed
to explain this nightglow. Chapman [1931] first proposed the "three body" atomic
oxygen mechanism to explain the origin of this nightglow emission:

o

o

+

+

o

-7

02 • +

o·

(1-3)

Barth and Hildebrant's [1961] indirect mechanism was suggested as an alternative
approach to explain the lack of observed green line emission in laboratory systems
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Figure 1.5 Sketch of the energy-level diagram of atomic oxygen.
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with oxygen atoms present:

O+O + M

o2 •

+

o

-7

0 2' + M

(1-4)

-7

o2 •

(1-5}

+

o·

In this reaction, M is an unspecified species (most likely N 2} helping two 0 atoms to
make excited 02, which then plays an important role in forming an excited 0 atom in the

'S state. The identity of the intermediate excited 0 2 state is currently unknown. This
mechanism is generally considered to provide the best explanation for the observed data.
The seasonal variation in the intensity of this emission shows two peaks a year about a
month after each solstice. On the other hand, the diurnal and day-to-day variations are
similar to those of the OH emission [Roach and Smith, 1967].

1.2.3 Na D Line Emissions
Like the previous two emissions (01 and OH}, the Na nightglow emission is due
to photochemical processes in the night sky. During twilight and during the day, this
emission results from resonant scattering of sunlight [Chapman, 1939]. The nightglow
emission reactions are:

Na + 0 3
NaO + 0

-7

NaO + 02

(1-6)

-7

Na' + 0 2

(1-7)

II

This two-stage process involves fonnation ofNaO, which then reacts with atomic oxygen
to fonn Na in its excited 2P state in either the 2P112 or 2 P312 states, which then radiate to a
ground 2 S state, creating the characteristic Na doublet emission. Like the OI emission,
the two Na emissions are electronic transitions and thus spectroscopy shows two closely
spaced line spectra (see Figure 1.6). Na is the weakest of the three nightglow emissions
discussed here, its integrated intensity is higher in the winter months, and it has been
suggested that evaporating meteors or the upward convection of salt from the oceans
are the primary sources for the Na atoms in the upper atmosphere.

energy (eV)
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0-___)_ _ _ _.J__ _
Figure 1.6 Sketch of the energy-level diagram for the Na atom.
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1.3 Gravity Waves

1.3.1 Introduction

Atmospheric tides, planetary waves, and gravity waves are the three main
perturbing phenomena of the MLT region. A tide is generated due to an external agent
like the sun, and thus it keeps a constant relationship while the earth rotates beneath
[Hargreaves, 1979).

westward with

Such tides are called migrating tides as they appear to move

the apparent motion of the sun.

Atmospheric tides have dominant

periods of 24, 12, and 8 hours but other harmonics have also been observed.
Planetary waves are even larger scale waves which are observed in the gaseous
flow on a planetary scale and are generated due to variations in the Coriolis parameter
with latitude [Houghton, 1989]. Prominent planetary waves with periods of about 2 days
and 16 days have been identified in extensive radar data sets but other periodicities also
exist. Gravity waves exhibit significantly shorter periods than tides and planetary waves
but play a very important role in the dynamics of the middle atmosphere because they are
most effective at transporting energy and momentum from the lower atmosphere
(troposphere) to the mesopause region, where they release their energy and momentum
as they saturate and eventually dissipate [e.g., Lindzen, 1981; Matsuno, 1982; Fritts and
Rastogi, 1985; Nakamura et al., 1996].

Gravity waves (or buoyancy waves as they are sometimes called) are "generated"
by the force of gravity which acts on a displaced parcel of air. That is to say gravity is
the primary restoring force of the waves.

On the other hand, acoustic waves are

generated by a change of pressure which acts on the medium compressed. However,

13

every atmospheric wave can be classified as an acoustic-gravity wave (AGW) since, in
general, we must consider both the compressional and the gravitational restoring forces.
At the high-frequency limit pure acoustic waves propagate only longitudinally, whereas
pure gravity waves are the low-frequency limit of the AGW spectrum and exhibit
transverse motion.

Thus AGWs exhibit both longitudinal and transverse propagation

characteristics. The most well-known example of gravity waves are surface waves that
are trapped at the ocean surface and cannot propagate vertically. However, atmospheric
gravity waves are "internal," which means they can propagate freely throughout the
atmosphere. A good example of atmospheric gravity waves is seen in lenticular clouds
which can form during periods of strong winds in the lee of mountains [Houghton, 1989].
In the case of the atmosphere, gravity waves arise due to variations in air density as a
function of height. Internal gravity waves therefore tend to increase their amplitudes of
oscillation as height increases (in proportion to the inverse of the square root of the
density) as the energy flux will remain constant assuming no dissipation [Hines, 1960].
Thus, above - 75 km gravity waves are very prominent atmospheric motions, whereas
they are considered minor perturbations in the lower atmosphere [Houghton, 1989]. In
this thesis I focus attention on short period (<I hour) gravity waves that are responsible
for a large amount of the energy and momentum transported into the upper atmosphere
[Frills and Vincent, 1987].

The sources for short period gravity waves

are postulated as tropospheric

disturbances like jet streams, storms, weather fronts, the interaction of strong winds with
large mountains and upper atmospheric sources like the auroral electrojet, strong particle

14
precipitation, and the in situ breakdown of large-scale, long-period atmospheric waves
such as tides [e.g., Hines, 1968; Taylor and Edwards, 1991].
Usually, gravity waves are measured as the superposition of waves with various
frequencies and wavelengths, and thus it is necessary to use various techniques to
measure them since each technique has limitations in both time and height resolution

[Nakamura eta/., 1996]. In optical methods such as all-sky cameras (ASC), which
measure airglow emission arising from various constituent layers such as the NIR OH
(peak altitude - 87 km), Na (589.2 nm) (peak altitude - 90 km) and 01 (557.7 nm) (peak
altitude - 96 km) emission, gravity waves with horizontal scales up to a few hundred km
[e.g., Taylor eta/., 1995d; Swenson eta/., 1995; Wu and Killeen, 1996] are easily
measured. Photographic studies of noctilucent clouds (base altitude - 83 km) have also
been used in some optical studies of gravity waves [e.g., Haurwitz and Fogle, 1969].
Radar observations have also been made at various locations to investigate the spectral
contents of gravity waves such as their frequency and vertical wavenumber [e.g., Frezal

eta/., 1981 ; Carter and Balsley, 1982; Vincent, 1984; Meek eta/., 1985; Reid, 1986;
Nakamura eta/., 1996]. One of the most useful radar instruments to investigate gravity
wave energy deposition in the mesosphere and the associated height profiles of the
upward flux of horizontal momentum is the mesosphere-stratosphere-troposphere (MST)
radar [Nakamura et a/. , 1996]. MST radars have good time and height resolution and
have the ability to observe continuously, but their height coverage is limited to two
specific regions below 25 km and 60 to 90 km [e.g., Shibata eta/., 1988; Wilson eta/.,
1990, 1991]. In comparison, Na lidar techniques provide one of the best methods for
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measuring the vertical structure of such waves in the 80 to 100 km region [e.g., Gardner

and Voelz, 1987], whereas Rayleigh lidars can be used to measure the temperature and
density fluctuations in the 30 to 80 km altitude range [e.g., Chanin and Hauchecome,
1981; Shibata eta!., 1988; Wilson eta!., 1990, 1991].

The limitations of Na lidar

systems come from the spatial and temporal resolution caused by photon noise (e.g.,

Gardner and Voelz, 1987]. Improvements in Rayleigh scatter lidar systems now allow
the study of the vertical wavenumber and temporal frequency spectra of gravity waveinduced winds as well [e.g., Chanin, 1986; Shibata eta!., 1986]. Those obtained by in
situ measurement such as radiosondes and rocketsondes provide "snap-shot" profiles of
winds, temperature, and pressure below -35 km altitude and between 20 to 60 km,
respectively [e.g., Hirota and Niki, 1985; Kitamura and Hirota, 1989; Tsuda et a!.,
1991, 1994; Murayama eta!., 1992].

1.3.2 Theory of Gravity Waves
One dimension is enough to describe a sound wave since its motion is
longitudinal. In the case of gravity waves, the oscillations are transverse to the direction
of propagation, and three dimensions are needed to describe them. However, to obtain a
simple solution to the fundamental equation for the gravity waves we can (I) treat gravity
waves in two dimensions only (where x is in the direction of propagation, and z is
transverse to the x direction), (2) ignore the Coriolis term since the horizontal scale of
the gravity wave of interest is much smaller than tides and planetary waves, (3) neglect
friction and dissipation, and (4) assume an isothermal stationary atmosphere. Using the
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momentum equation, the continuity equation, and the law of conservation of energy, we
can assume small wave-like perturbations of the form :

exp (a z) exp i (rot+ kx + mz)

(1-8)

where the first exponential represents the variation of wave amplitude with altitude, ro is
the angular wave frequency, m is the vertical wave number (= 27t I A,), k is the horizontal
wave number (= 27t I A,.), and A,. and A, are horizontal and vertical wave components of
the gravity wave.

Solving for internal waves (i.e., m ~ 0), we get the following

dispersion relations [Hines, 1960]:

0

(1-9)

where ro : angular frequency
y : the ratio of specific heats of the atmospheric gas

C : the speed of sound
g : the acceleration due to gravity

Full details on the procedure of this derivation are given in the Appendix. Figure I .7
illustrates the relationships between the vertical and horizontal gravity wave parameters
as described by Hargreaves [1979].
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When g = 0, i.e., for a pure sound wave, the dispersion relation becomes:

c

where

t

ro I (k/ + k/) 112

=

ro I k

=

ro A I 2 1t

is the wave period. When ro,2 I k/ << C2

,

=

AI

t

(1-15)

that is, removing the effect of

compressibility, the dispersion relation for a pure gravity wave becomes:

k/

(J-16)

And the phase propagation angle becomes:

e
where

(1-17)

ro,

yg I 2C is termed the acoustic cut-off frequency and

ro 8

(y - 1) 112 g I Cis the Brunt-Vaisala frequency.

Figure 1.8 shows dispersion curves for an AGW showing the acoustic and the gravity
wave regions. The wave can only propagate ifk, and kz are real and positive, requiring
that ro <

Q.b.

In fact, the negative square root of equation (1-18) should be taken,

because the phase progression angle for a pure gravity wave is directed downwards for
upward energy propagation [Hargreaves, 1979]. Figure 1.9 shows contours of constant
period in the kx-kz domain as derived by Hines [ 1960].
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Figure 1.8 Dispersion curves for an AGW showing the acoustic and the gravity wave
regions [Houghton, 1989). Note the forbidden region where ro8 < ro < ro,.

Figure 1.9 Contours of constant period in the kx-kz domain adapted from Hines
[1960).
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1.3.3 Properties of Gravity Waves
Figure 1.10 illustrates a simple gravity wave. At the lowest frequencies (i.e.,
longest periods) the direction of the air particles is perpendicular to the direction of phase
progression. "In an acoustic wave the nature of the medium determines its velocity, so
that the wavelength is fixed by selection of a frequency through not the direction of
propagation. In the case of gravity waves, the propagation angle is determined by
selection of the frequency not by the velocity or the wavelength" [Hargreaves, 1979,
p. 131]. Usually the observed phase speed of short period gravity waves is much slower
than the speed of sound and typically <100 ms·1 [e.g., Taylor et al. , 1987].
Reid [ 1986] has shown that high-frequency saturating and/or dissipating gravity

- - r--:-.:,.

~---~~~

t:::;~~---------1

~--~~~~,"/--~~~·

~~~~~;1~~{~~~~

~----~~~~-------~
PHASE
Figure 1.10 Pictorial representation of an internal atmospheric gravity wave [Hines,
1960]. Note the increasing amplitude with height and the downward phase propagation
for upward phase directed energy flow (the group and phase speeds are orthogonal for a
pure gravity wave).
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waves are the main source of mean flow acceleration. Higher frequency waves propagate
more vertically, whereas very long period waves propagate essentially. Figure I. II
illustrates this relationship [Hines, 1967].

Lower frequency waves generated in the

troposphere must travel much longer distances before they achieve mesospheric altitude
and thus may suffer more from filtering, refraction, and dissipation effects than short
period waves [Reid, 1986].

Because of a saturation of upward propagating gravity

waves, the vertical scales of dominant gravity waves increase with altitude [Tsuda et a/. ,
1994).
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Figure 1.11 Propagation characteristics of gravity waves into the upper atmosphere
adapted from Hines [I 967].
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In a recent study of small-scale mesospheric gravity waves using OH image data,
a strong dependency on season was found with the highest wave occurrence in the
summer months and lowest occurrence in the winter months [Wu and Killeen, 1996].
The sources and propagation directions of mesospheric gravity waves can in principle be
identified by the latitudinal variations of the gravity wave energy and momentum flux

[Nakamura eta/., 1996], or by ray tracing techniques, but studies of sources are still
relatively rare [e.g., Taylor and Hapgood, 1988].

1.4 Thesis Topic

In this thesis I have focused attention on short period (< I hour) internal
atmospheric gravity waves, especially the phenomenon of "frontal events," which were
recently discovered in the MLT region using all-sky image measurements [Taylor eta/.,
1995e]. The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the characteristics of these frontal
events and to compare their properties with a new theory on mesospheric "undular
bores" based on similar morphology phenomena observed in the lower atmosphere
(called morning glory) and on some rivers (termed river bores). I have used extensive
image data obtained using an all-sky Charged Coupled Device (CCD) camera operated
from the Bear Lake Observatory (BLO), Utah (41.6°N, 111.6°W, 1990 m) during the
past four years (1994 to 1997). These measurements are continuing but have so far
yielded 16 examples of mid-latitude frontal events for this study.
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CHAPTER 2
IMAGING GRAVITY WAVES

2.1 Review of Gravity Wave Imaging
Several imaging techniques for measuring small-scale (<100 km horizontal
wavelength), short-period (<I hour) gravity waves in the MLT region have been
developed over the past 25 years. The initial image data were provided by long exposure
(-I 0- I 5 min), near infrared (NIR) photographic cameras.

These were subsequently

replaced by intensified video cameras providing much shorter exposure times (typically a
few seconds) but limited spatial resolution. These in tum have now been superseded by
solid-state digital imaging systems of high resolution (e.g., 1024 x 1024 pixels) and high
sensitivity at visible and NIR wavelengths [e.g., Swenson and Mende, I 994; Taylor eta!.,
I 995a; Wu and Killeen, I 996].
Early photometric observations of the nightglow emission layers showed that they
often displayed irregularities, called "structure" [e.g., Kie.ffaber, 1973]. In most cases
this structure seemed patchy and erratic but sometimes it exhibited well ordered, wavelike motions particularly in the NIR OH emission [Peterson and Kie.ffaber, 1973]. Today
we now know that many of these wave motions are due to the passage of short -period
internal gravity waves through the emission layers [e.g., Taylor and Hapgood, I 988].

Taylor [I 997] has recently summarized several "milestone" papers describing
observations of various nightglow emissions and their importance for investigating the
properties of these wave motions. In particular, improvements in sensitivity of the
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imaging systems used for these studies over the past 25 years have resulted in a deeper
understanding of small-scale gravity wave occurrence, propagation, and dissipation at
MLT heights.
Because of the nature of the early "single point" photometric measurements, it
was often difficult to know whether the structure evident in the nightglow emissions was
due to spatial or temporal changes. In an effort to solve this problem, Peterson and
Kieffaber [1973] made the first photographic observations of OH structure using the

(then) recently developed Eastman Kodak high-speed infrared film and a 35-mrn still
camera. A copy of one of their early photographs showing "cloud-like" structure (as
they termed it) is presented in Figure 2.1 The picture was obtained using an -10 min
exposure and was filtered to observe the sub-micron wavelength range (740-900 nm),
which is dominated by several OH Meine! bands (see Figure 1.3).
Subsequently, Moree Is and Herse [1977] used an array of four narrow field (40°
each) photographic cameras (which were similar to those used by Peterson and

Figure 2.1 Long exposure, near infrared photograph showing "cloud-like" OH
structures at -15 ° elevations over New Mexico [Peterson and Kieffaber, 1973].
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Kieffaber) arranged with overlapping fields of view to observe a much larger fraction of
the low-elevation sky. Their work confirmed the existence of NIR OH structure but
most frequently in the form of extensive wave-like patterns, which they speculated were
probably due to gravity waves. Later, Armstrong (1986] used image-intensified film to
perform the first classification of the wave patterns into groups according to their
appearance and horizontal scale sizes, while Clairemidi et a/. [1985] obtained novel
images of wave structure at high latitudes (and in presence of aurora) and concluded that
nightglow wave structures are a global phenomenon and can occur at any latitude.
In parallel with the developments in photographic techniques, Crawford el a/.
(1975] developed a low-light TV system (originally used for medical scanning) to obtain
the first high temporal resolution (1/7 sec exposure) "real-time" images of NIR wave
structure. Using a similar type TV system, Taylor et a/. [1987] observed an unusual
wave display, called a "bright night" in the visible wavelength OI (557.7 nrn), Na (589.2
nrn), and the broad band (71 0-850 nrn) NIR OH emission. Similar short-period (- 12
min) wave patterns were observed in each of these emissions, which led Taylor et a/. to
conclude that the perturbing gravity wave was most probably freely propagating
throughout the MLT region (- 80-100 km).

In a related paper they subsequently

determined that the most likely source of the waves was an isolated thunderstorm

[Taylor and Hapgood, 1988].
With the commercial availability of sensitive, solid-state (CCD) detectors in the
early 1990' s, significant advantages over existing video systems for

quantitative

intensity measurements of the two-dimensional wave field were made. Figure 2.2
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Figure 2.2 Two narrow field CCD images, showing (a) "bands" and (b) "ripples"
imaged in the near infrared OH emission from Haleakala Crater, Maui, HI, during the
ALOHA-90 campaign [Taylor and Hill, 1991].

shows two narrow field images of NIR wave structure obtained using a highperformance, low-noise, bare CCD imager (originally developed for astronomical
studies). The measurements were made from a high-altitude site on the Hawaiian Islands
during the ALOHA-90 (Airborne Lidar Observations of the Hawaiian Airglow) campaign

[Taylor and Hill, 1991]. Two types of wave structures termed "bands" and "ripples" are
evident (these will be discussed more detail in section 2.3).

Peterson and Adams [I 983] obtained the first "fish-eye" (I 80° field of view)
images showing wave structure over the whole sky (covering more than - 0.5 x 106
km

2

at mesospheric heights) using an intensified photographic camera and exposure

times of3 and 10 sec. These events were considered rare until Taylor eta/. [1993] used
a low-light TV system (capable of integrating the image signal for several seconds) to
measure all-sky images of OH structure on an almost nightly basis from Colorado during
the MAPSTAR (Middle Atmosphere Periodic Structure and Associated Radiance)
campaign [Taylor eta/. , 1993].
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There then followed a series of successful attempts to image OH wave structure
over large areas of sky, using sensitive, low-noise, CCD detectors. In particular Swenson

and Mende [I 994] obtained high-contrast images of all-sky structure using a broad-band
filter arrangement (750-930 nm) while Hecht el al. [1994] investigated intensities and
rotational temperatures of the NIR OH (6,2) band and the 0 2 (0,1) band emissions over a
limited field of view (-60°) centered on the zenith by using a set of narrow band filters .
In contrast, the properties of somewhat longer period gravity waves have been
investigated successfully using a novel imaging system (MORTI: Mesospheric Oxygen
Rotational Temperature Imager) developed to measure the intensity and rotational
temperature of the 02 (0, I) band emission simultaneously at many points in a ring on the
sky [e.g., Wiens etaf., I 995].
Today the quantitative capabilities of the CCD imager are used regularly for
wide-field, monochromatic measurements of the visible and NIR nightglow emissions
using broad and narrow band optical arrangements [e.g., Swenson el al. , 1995; Taylor et

al., 1995 a, b, c, d; Wu and Killeen, I 996]. Figure 2.3 shows an example of all-sky wave
structure imaged in the NIR OH emission during the ALOHA-93 campaign [Swenson et

al., I 995]. The data were obtained from an aircraft flying over the Pacific Ocean and in
this example the wave structure is highlighted by subtracting two consecutive images to
create a "difference image." The extensive nature of the short horizontal wavelength
(- 14 km) wave pattern is clearly evident.
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Figure 2.3 All sky "difference image" showing a coherent wave pattern recorded in the
NlR OH emission during the ALOHA-93 campaign. The observations were made from
an aircraft flying over the Pacific Ocean to extend the geographical coverage of the
measurements [Swenson eta!., 1995].

2.2 The Utah State University All-Sky
Nightglow Imager
2

A large area (6.45 cm ) solid-state charged coupled device (CCD), consisting of
I 024 x I 024 pixel array thermoelectrically cooled to operate at -40° C, was used to
obtain high-quality image data on gravity waves. Figure 2.4 shows a schematic diagram
of the imager as developed in 1993. A characteristic of the CCD device is its high
quantum efficiency(- 80% at visible and 50% at NlR wavelengths) and low-noise (dark
current <0.5 e- I pixel I s), which makes it very suitable for quantitative measurements of
faint, low contrast ( <5 %) gravity wave signatures in the visible and NlR nightglow
emissions. The camera is equipped with a fast (f74) telecentric lens system and a five-
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Figure 2.4 Schematic diagram showing the USU all-sky CCD imager developed in 1993
by M.J. Taylor.

position, temperature-stabilized filter wheel which provided all-sky ( 180°) coverage using
3-inch diameter, high transmission (- 75 %) interference filters.

The measurements

presented in this thesis were obtained from Bear Lake Observatory, UT (see Chapter 4)
and consist mainly of observations ofthe NIR OH, Na (589.2 nm}, and OJ (557.7 nm)
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Table 2.1 Characteristics of the Filters Used for the All-Sky Nightglow Measurements
Filter I
Height
01 (96 km)
Na (90 km)
Bg
OH (87 km)

Wavelength
(nm)
557.7
589.2
572.5
715-1000

Bandwidth
(nm)
2.65
2.5
2.67
(02 notch)

Transmission
(%)

-83
-80
-83
-80

Integration
Time (sec)
90
120
90
20

MLT emissions. The characteristics of the filters used for these MLT measurements
presented here are listed in Table 2.1. In addition to these measurements, a series of
background (Bg) images was obtained to help distinguish tropospheric cloud in the data
and to aid detailed spectral analyses (not discussed here).
Observations of the nightglow emissions were recorded typically once every -9
min for the Na and Bg images and every 4 to 5 min for the OH and the OI (557.7 nm)
emissions. Data were recorded onto DAT tape and transferred to optical disk for
analysis in the laboratory.

2.3 Types of Short Period Gravity Waves
As mentioned previously, several researchers have attempted to classifY their
observations of short-period (<I hour) gravity waves often into different groups [e.g.,

Clairemidi eta/., 1985; Armstrong, 1986; Taylor, 1986b]. A consistent result indicates
that there are two types of short -period waves termed "bands" and "ripples" which have
distinct spatial and temporal properties [e.g., Taylor eta/., 1997].
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2.3.1 Bands
Bands are the most prominent group, usually appearing as an extensive series of
quasi-monochromatic waves that exhibit horizontal wavelengths of a few to several tens
of kilometers. Bands are persistent and can endure typically for a few to several hours
(sometimes limited by the available observation time) but the same pattern is not usually
seen on successive nights [e.g., Taylor and Hill, 1991]. Some studies have shown that
this type of wave pattern is associated with the passage of freely propagating (or ducted)
gravity waves, which probably originate from the troposphere [e.g., Taylor and

Hapgood, 1988; Isler et a/., 1998].

According to recent measurements, band-type

gravity waves are as prevalent over oceans as they are over continental mountainous
regions, which suggests their most likely sources are convective weather disturbances
rather than orographic forcing by winds blowing over mountains [e.g., Taylor and Hill,
1991; Swenson et al. , 1995; Taylor eta/., 1995a]. Bands usually exhibit phase speeds up
to I 00 ms· 1 (typically 20-70 ms- 1) resulting in observed wave periods of typically I 0 to
20 min (maximum -I hour).

2.3.2 Ripples
Ripples have quite different properties from bands: they are much smaller in
spatial extension (typically <5 x 103 km 2) and exhibit considerably shorter lifetimes (<45
min) [e.g., Peterson, 1979]. Their wavelength range is typically 5 to 15 km and their
observed periods cluster around 5 min [Taylor eta/., 1997]. These properties suggest
that ripples may result from localized regions of strong wind shear, which in tum
generate small-scale waves in situ through the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability [e.g.,
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Haurwilz and Fogle, 1969; Taylor and Hapgood, 1990]. One source for the ripples may
result from the chance combination of wind and wave motions (of tidal or other origin)
creating temporary large amplitude waves and an associated shear instability. However,

Frills eta/. [1993] and Hecht eta/. [1997] have proposed an alternative convective-type
instability mechanism as a possible source of some of the smaller scale, shorter lived
waves.
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CHAPTER 3

"FRONTAL EVENTS"

3.1 Introduction
During the ALOHA-93 campaign, a suite of airborne and ground-based optical
instruments was operated from Maui, Hawaii, to investigate the dynamics and sources of
short-period gravity waves over a low latitude (20.8°N, 156.2°W) oceanic site [e.g.,

Gardner, 1995; Taylor el al., 1995a]. These instruments included the University of
Western Ontario infrared Michelson Interferometer (UWOMI-3) and the (then) recently
developed multi-wavelength, all-sky CCD imager of Utah State University. During this
campaign many extensive band and transient ripple events were measured in the four
nightglow emissions imaged:

or (557.7 nm), OH, Na (589.2 nm),

and 02 atmospheric

band (0, 1) .
However, on 10 October, a most unusual wave event was observed.

This

disturbance appeared as a leading sharp "front" followed by several conspicuous wave
crests which progressed coherently across the sky from horizon to horizon (- 900 km at
MLT altitude).
As the "front" passed overhead, the co-aligned Michelson Interferometer ( 10°
field of view) detected a sudden increase in the OH M (3 , 1) band intensity and its
rotational temperature (with the temperature increase apparently leading the intensity
change by almost 15 min). At the same time the imager registered a sharp decrease in the

or (557.7 nm) emission intensity.

A description of this unusual event was reported by

Taylor el al. [1995e] in a paper entitled" Spectrometric and Imaging Measurements of a
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Spectacular Gravity Wave Event" as part of a special issue of Geophysical Research
Letters (GRL) covering the ALOHA-93 campaign.
This thesis concerns the detection and measurement of similar type wave displays,
which we now term as a "frontal events" in the all-sky image data recorded from our
mid-latitude observatory at Bear Lake (BLO). The data were obtained over the past four
years using the same camera system and the same integration times as determined for the
Hawaiian measurements. Sixteen total displays have been identified as good candidates
for frontal events, suggesting that their occurrence is quiet rare. Also as will become
apparent later, their visual characteristics varied considerably.

Before presenting the

result of this study, it is pertinent to summarize first the novel observations of Taylor et

a/. [1995e] to provide a background comparison.

3.2 Summary of ALOHA-93 Front-Like Data

3.2.1 Description oflmage Data
Figure 3. I shows a sequence of all sky images illustrating the unusual morphology
of this event and its transit through the Hawaiian sky as recorded in the NIR OH and the
01 (557.7 nrn) nightglow emission. This event was first detected around 09:30 UT in the
northwestern sky near the limit of the camera's field of view (-450 krn range) . The
disturbance was peculiar as it appeared bright in the OH and Na emissions but dark in the
01 and 0 2 emissions (suggesting a reversal in contrast of the wave pattern

for the lower altitude OH and Na emissions versus the higher altitude 01 and 0 2 layers).
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11:06 UT

0! (557.7 nm)

NIR OH

Figure 3.1 Sequence of all-sky CCD images showing OI (557.7nm) (left) and NIR OH
(right) (integration time for 01 =90s, OH = 20 s). Note the reversal in contrast of the
structures in the two emissions images [Taylor et al., 1995e].

Over the next hour the disturbance was clearly resolved as a series of elongated wave
crests characterized by a sharp leading "front" propagating rapidly towards the southeast.
The front passed overhead at the observing site (Haleakala crater, Maui) at
approximately 10:50 UT. Some 40 min later the disturbance had progressed well to the
southeast of Maui and only faint evidence of its passage remained in the zenith sky.
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Throughout this time the wave pattern remained temporally coherent in each of the four
emissions observed and exhibited several spatially extensive wave crests (effectively
extending across the entire camera field) .

3.2.2 Measurements of Wave Parameters
Figure 3.2 and 3.3 illustrates the geographic location, orientation, and motion of
the frontal event as observed in the OI (557.7 nrn) emission. The data are plotted for an
assumed emission altitude of 96 km.

Analyses of these data yielded a horizontal

wavelength (Ax - 19 km) and horizontal phase speed (v. - 76 ms- 1) indicating a very short
observed period (too) of approximately 4.2 min, close to the local Brunt-Vaisala period.
Wind measurement from an MF radar located at Kauai (at -375 km range) ·during this
event indicates relatively low wind speeds of only a few meters per second in the
direction of the motion of the wave, suggesting that the intrinsic period of this event was
very close to its observed period [Tcrylor eta/. , 1995e].
Within the limits of the measurements, all four emissions indicated identical wave
parameters establishing that the disturbance extended coherently throughout the ML T
region (-80-100 km). Spatial measurements also showed that the front exhibited no
observable phase shift between the OH and OJ structure consistent with a ducted or
evanescent wave motion and a period of approximately 5 min [Isler el a/., 1998]. A
summary of the observed wave parameters for each of the nightglow emissions is given in
Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1 Horizontal Wave Parameters of the Four Nightglow Emissions Recorded on
10 Oct. 1993 During the ALOHA-93 Campaign [Taylor eta/., 1995e]

Emission
OH
Na

02
01
Average

Assumed
Height (km)
87
90
94
96

A.h (km)

vh (ms. 1)

Tobs (min)

19.3 ± 0.7
18.8 ± 0.7
18.8 ± 0.9
20.1±0.7
19.3±0.7

75 ± 2
77±2
76± 3
77±2
76±2

4.3 ± 0.2
4.1 ±0.2
4.1 ± 0.3
4.4 ± 0.2
4.2± 0.2

3.2.3 Relative Intensity Measurements
As already mentioned, an extraordinary characteristic of this event was the
apparent reversal in contrast between the structures imaged in the OH emission (peak
height - 87 km) compared with those recorded in the 01 (557. 7 nm) emission layer (peak
height -96 km). Specifically, at OH wavelength the frontal event exhibited a set of
"bright" wave crests propagating through a "dark" structureless sky while at the same
time in the

or emission the front

propagated into a "bright" nightglow region leaving an

apparently depleted emission in its wake.

Figure 3.4 shows a relative intensity

measurement of these two emissions recorded as the wave passed through the zenith at
10:57 UT. Each scan was made across the central two thirds of the camera field of view
in a direction normal to the wave crests. For clarity, the data have been flat-fielded to
remove the competing effects of line-of-sight integration through the nightglow layers
and lens vignetting. The step-like or frontal nature of the event is clearly evident.
Relative intensity measurements indicate a significant increase of approximately 33 % in
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Figure 3.4 Relative intensity plot nonnal to the wave crests for the OH and OJ data
at zenith. Solid and dotted plots indicate NIR OH and or emission, respectively [Taylor
eta/., 1995e].

the NIR OH signal and a corresponding decrease of24% in the OJ signal at this time. In
comparison, the amplitude of the waves trailing the front varied from approximately 8 to
16%. A similar, but less contrasted, effect was observed in the Na and 0 2 emissions with
the Na images exhibiting similar appearance to the OH data while the 0 2 images
paralleled the or data.
As will be discussed later (Chapter 6), both the front-like nature of this event and

the observed contrast reversal may be explained by the passage of a ducted "bore-like"
intrusion through the MLT region [Dewan and Picard, 1998]. This explanation was first
postulated by Dewan [private communication] shortly after the publication of the
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Taylor eta/. [1995e] paper.

3.2.4 Summary of ALOHA-93 Event Characteristics

The following list describes the most pertinent characteristics of this wave event:

1) unusual "front-like" morphology
2) sharp change in intensity induced by the passage of the front

3) high apparent phase speed (- 76 ms- 1)
4) short observed and intrinsic periods(< - 5 min)

5) coherent wave progression from horizon to horizon
6) same disturbances present in all four emissions
7) contrast reversal in OH and OI wave structure.
In addition to these characteristics, the Michelson interferometer observed a significant
increase in rotational temperature (- 20 K) associated with the passage of the front. In
the following chapters, these characteristics have been used to help identifY similar-type
events in the all-sky image data recorded at BLO. Unfortunately, coincident
interferometer/temperature data are not readily available for comparison.
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CHAPTER4
MID-LATITUDE MEASUREMENTS OF "FRONTAL EVENTS"

4.1 Bear Lake Observatory
Bear Lake Observatory (BLO) is located in the Wasatch Mountain range, Utah
(41.9° N 111.4° W, 1990 m) about 61 km by road (38 km line of sight) from Utah State
University, Logan, Utah. It can be reached easily by car (-1 hour) along US highway 89.
Figure 4.1 shows a view of the observatory overlooking Bear Lake. Utah State
University (USU) donated the main observatory building (a 20 x 4 m2 portable office
trailer}, which is securely surrounded by a chain linked and barbed wired fence on a 60 x
60 m2 site. The main observatory building consists of seven I. 8 x I. 8 m2 experiment
stalls and a radar room that is shielded against electromagnetic radiation. Each stall has
two independent 15 A, 110 V, 60Hz AC circuits (which may be combined to provide
220 V if required). Several dedicated telephone lines are available for voice and data
communication. First detailed measurements of the night sky were made from BLO in
1990/9 1 in coordination with the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS).
In 1992, USU sponsored a refurbishment, which included a kitchen, a loading
dock, a toilet, and a covered stairway to the roof The roof over the experiment stalls
was also modified for easy access to the experiment domes. A variety of domes designed
to satisfy the requirements of various instruments of differing fields-of-view, look angles
and wavelengths (UV to IR) is available.
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Figure 4.1 Bear Lake Observatory, Utah (courtesy V. Wickwar).

BLO is located on the east side of the mountain range in the rain-shadow. The air
is clear because of relatively high altitude and rural location, and there is minimal
scattered light. Thus it provides excellent optical observing conditions. There are about
200 clear nights a year, and the best observing season is June to October. The all-sky
camera used for these measurements resides in one of the stalls at BLO and is operated
each month for - I 5 days centered on the new moon. (Due to campaign measurements at
other sites, data have not been obtained continuously.)

Nevertheless, an excellent

ensemble of data has been obtained covering all seasons over the past four years.
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4.2 Image Analysis
To investigate the occurrence and properties of frontal events, I first examined
the available BLO data set using a purpose-built browse program designed to give rapid
viewing of the data. In this way, I have identified 16 clear signatures of frontal events
from 29 months data. These events were then analyzed to determine the horizontal
parameters of the wave motions: horizontal wavelengths, phase speeds, and directions of
motion. The images were calibrated first using the star background to determine the
elevation and azimuth of any point in the image field . (The typical accuracy of this
calibration is to within I pixel, equivalent to - 20 arc min .)

A description of this

procedure, as applied to a narrow angle data, is given by Hapgood and Taylor [1982].
Each pixel in the CCD array subtends an equal angle on the sky resulting in an almost
linear relationship between zenith angle and distance as measured from the center of the
image. To correct for geometrical distortion arising from nonparallel lines of sight in the
image itself(due to the all-sky lens format), the outlines of prominent wave crests in each
image were traced and mapped onto the ground, assuming a centroid emission altitude of
87 km for the OH emission [Baker and Stair, 1988], 90 km for the Na emission [Greer

and Best, 1967], and 96 km for the 01 (557.7 nm) emissions [Offermann and Drescher,
1973]. For each wave event, measurements from a time series of images (and maps)
were used to determine the mean horizontal wavelength, observed phase speed (and
hence observed period), predominant direction of motion (usually to within an accuracy
of ±5°), and induced intensity modulation. The results of this analysis are given in
Chapter 5 (see Table 5. I and Table 5.2).
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4.3 Criteria for Identifying Frontal Events
According to Taylor et a/. [1995e], there are several methods to distinguish
frontal events from other band-like wave displays. Especially among them I applied the
following rules to the Bear Lake data set.

( 1) The image data should exhibit a sharp leading front and an associated step-like
change in intensity induced by the passage of the front .

(2) There should be a limited number (typically < I 0) of associated waves trailing
the front.

(3) The front should be evident in both the OI and OH data (but this was not always the
case).

(4) There should be evidence for a contrast reversal between the OI and OH data.
(As will be discussed later, this was found not to be a necessary feature.)

4.4 Examples of Bear Lake Frontal Events
The following six examples illustrate clear frontal event characteristics chosen
from a total of 16 events identified (so far) in the Bear Lake data set.

4.4.1 21 January 1994
A beautiful but relatively faint example of a frontal event was observed in all three
ML T emissions (OH, Na, OI) measured. It first appeared at -II :40 UT in the northern
sky, passed through the zenith at - 12:47 UT, and the number of trailing waves was
observed to increase with time from -11:40 to -13 :30 UT.
observations was limited by sunrise at -13 :30 UT.

The duration of the

Figure 4.2 shows this event as
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imaged in all three nightglow emissions at two times separated by - 20 min, around I2 :50
and 13 :IO UT. The motion ofthe front and associated waves is clearly evident. It is also
immediately evident that, in this case, there is no contrast reversal in the images of this
pattern in each emission layer due to the passage of front. The wave pattern extended
over the whole sky and exhibited a horizontal velocity of -55 ms- 1, an average horizontal
wavelength of -22 km yielding an average observed period of -6.6 min. The
observed direction of motion was - I84° (i.e., approximately due southward).

4.4.2 4 May 1994 (two frontal events)
The first frontal event appeared at ---()5 :05 UT in the low elevation northwestern sky and
was most evident in the NIR OH and 01 (557.7 nm) emission layer. It passed through
the zenith at ---()5:54 UT, and the number of companion waves was observed to increase
from 3 to 4 (possibly 5) crests during a 40-min period. This is illustrated in the series of
OH images shown in Figure 4.3. In this event, a clear contrast reversal between the NIR
OH and 01 (557.7 nm) emissions was observed, which is evident in Figure 4.4, which
shows two OJ images during the same period. The 01 (557.7 nm) data show wave
propagation into a comparatively bright airglow region while the OH wave motion
progressed into an apparently dark structureless sky. This event is therefore similar in
many respects to the ALOHA-93 frontal event. The waves were observed to extend over
- two-thirds of the sky and to propagate rapidly with a horizontal phase speed of -68
ms-1 (at an azimuth of - 130° i.e., towards the southeast).

However, the average

horizontal wavelength was only - II km, indicating a very short observed wave period of
-2.8 min less than the Brunt period and suggestive wind effects in the MLT region.
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Figure 4.2 Frontal event imaged in the OH, 01, Na emission layers (21 Jan. 1994).
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Figure 4.3 A frontal event imaged in the OH emission layer (4 May 1994). This
display is similar in appearance to the ALOHA-93 OH data (see Figure 3.1).
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Figure 4.4 The same frontal event as shown in Figure 4.3 but now in the OJ (55 7.7
nm) emission (4 May 1994).

This night was particularly interesting because a second frontal event was
observed within 3 hours of the first event.

This second event also appeared in the

northwestern sky (at -()8 :10 UT) and was again evident in both the NIR OH and OJ
(557.7 nm) emissions progressive more towards the east at an azimuth of 115°.
However, in this case, there was no apparent contrast reversal . The frontal event was
also significantly clearer in the OJ (557.7 nm) data as compared with the NIR OH image
data, which was complicated by presence of another gravity wave pattern around 08:30
UT. This additional wave structure was also evident in the OJ (557.7 nm) emission, but
less conspicuous (not illustrated here). The average horizontal wavelength of this event
was somewhat longer at - 17 krn, and its average phase speed (- 56 ms-1) was somewhat
lower, indicating an observed period of -5.2 min.
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4.4.3 10 February 1995

This event was characterized by a sharp change in intensity corresponding to a
front , but there were no obvious associated trailing waves. This form of structure is not
dealt with by Dewan and Picard's theory, which will be discussed later in Chapter 6.
The event was observed to propagate towards the south-southwest (- 204°) and was
most conspicuous in the OI emission.

It was first observed at - 10:10 UT, and it

progressed uniformly across the sky at -38 ms· 1 eventually disappearing at - 12:00 UT
in the low elevation southern sky.

As this event exhibited no associated wave

crests, it is not included in the list of 16 frontal events described in Chapter 5. Two
images of this unusual event as detected in the OI emission are given in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5 A sharp edge with no trailing waves imaged in the OI (557.7 run) emission
(10 Feb. 1995). Dewan and Picard's theory do not deal with this form of structure.
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4.4.4 23 January 1996
The wave data evident on this night were quite complex and consisted initially of
several separate groups of bands from which emerged a very clear frontal event. Figure
4.6 shows the evolution of this high-contrast event with time in both the OH and

or

emissions. The wave front is first seen around 02:40 UT progressing - southwards
(178°). It is a beautiful event in the

or emission but is also distinct in the OH emission

and clearly exhibits a contrast reversal with similar wave parameters to the ALOHA-93
event (average horizontal wavelength and velocity were -26 km and - 74 ms·',
respectively, indicating an observed period of - 5.5 min). The wave pattern remained
coherent and exhibited a limited number of wave crests that appeared to increase in
number from 2 to 3 during its passage overhead prior to disappearing into southern sky
at -D3 :40 UT.

4.4.5 23 June 1996
This event first appeared in northeastern sky at - 08 :30 UT shortly before dawn.
The front was evident in both NIR OH and OI (557.7 run) emission layers but no contrast
reversal was seen. In this case the OH wave pattern was most distinct and consisted of a
well defined front with several trailing wave crests. In comparison, the

or front

was

much less distinct and at times was almost lost in a wealth of similarly oriented, similar
horizontal scale-size wave structures that completely filled the camera's field of view.
This situation is iUustrated in Figure 4.7, which shows coincident OH and OI data over a
short - 16-min interval around I 0:00 UT. Examination of the

or

data alone would
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Figure 4.6 A high-contrast frontal event imaged in the OH and 01 (557.7 run)
emissions (23 Jan. 1996).
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Figure 4.7 Unusual frontal event observed in the OH and OJ (557.7 run) nightglow
emissions (23 June 1996).
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probably not suggest the passage of a frontal event, yet this is clearly the case in the
(lower altitude) OH emission. Note, evidence for very faint structure ahead of the OH
wave front is also present in these images. Unfortunately, sunrise (at -10:30 UT) limited
the measurements before the event could be examined in detail as it passed through the
zenith. However, visual inspection of the OH wave pattern reveals that the event was
quite dynamic and individual wave crests were observed to "split" to fonn a shorter
wavelength pattern shortly after it was first detected.

For this analysis, I chose to

measure the shorter period pattern that represented the evolved wave field . The average
horizontal wavelength was - 14 km, average horizontal phase speed -45 ms·', yielding an
observed period of -5 min and a direction of motion towards the north (azimuth - 7°).

4.4.6 6 July 1997

On this night two frontal events were observed simultaneously in both the NIR
OH and the 01 (557.7 nm) emissions. One event propagated into the northeastern sky(45°) while the other traveled in a more northerly direction (- 13°). Both events were first
detected at about 9:30 UT and appeared to exhibit an OH/01 contrast reversal. The
frontal event that progressed into the northern sky was much clearer in the OH emission
than in the 01 emission. (Indeed, no measurements of the 01 event were possible due to
strong interference with the northeastern wave pattern.) The geometry of these two
frontal events, as detected near simultaneously in the OH and 01 emission, is shown in
Figure 4.8. The average horizontal wavelength of the northeastern wave was -18 km
and its horizontal phase speed - 32 ms·', giving a relatively long observed period of
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Figure 4.8 Dual frontal events imaged in the OH and OJ (557.7 nm) nightglow
emissions (6 July 1997).

-9.6 min. The northerly wave pattern exhibited a significantly longer horizontal
wavelength of - 22 km but a similar phase speed, indicating an observed period -11 .6
min. Full details of these and the other frontal events studied are given in Table 5.1 of
Chapter 5.

4.5 Bear Lake Frontal Event Occurrence
Frequency

I have examined 29 months of data from the period from 1994 to 1997.
Specifically this covers the period January- June 1994, January - October 1995, January
- October 1996, June - August 1997. It seems that fronts are not common features
because they did not appear even once a month on average. However, from the data set
obtained so far, there are significantly more frontal events during summer months (May September) than at any other time of year. A second "peak" also is evident in January.
However, we cannot say here that frontal events are predominantly seen in the summer as
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our data are sparse, particularly for November and December. Table 4.1 shows the Bear
Lake frontal event occurrence frequency on a monthly basis.
Visual examination of the CCD data has yielded 16 events that can be classified as
frontal-like events. All of these events were characterized by a well-defined sharp
leading edge and most exhibited several trailing waves. However, the step-like change in
intensity induced by the passage of the front was not always evident in both OH and 01

Table 4.1 Bear Lake Frontal Event Monthly Occurrence
Month

94

January

95

96

97

Total

X

2

0

X

2

0

February
March

0

0

0

X

0

April

0

0

0

X

0

May

2

3

0

X

5

June

0

0

July

X

0

August

X

September

X

October

X

0

3

3

0

0

2

0

X

2

X

0

0

X

0

November

X

X

X

X

0

December

X

X

X

X

0

Total

4

7

2

3

16
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emissions. In fact, only 8 of the 16 events were evident in both emissions. Moreover,

only half of the eight events where the waves were clearly evident in both emissions
exhibited a reversal in contrast.

As will be shown later, contrast reversal is not a

requirement for a frontal event. A summary of the derived wave parameters for these
events is given in the following chapter.
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CHAPTERS
RESULTS

5.1 Determination of Wave Characteristics
As a result of analyzing 16 Bear Lake frontal events, the average horizontal

wavelength of the trailing waves was found to be -15 to 18 km, the average horizontal
phase speed was -47 ms- 1, and hence the average observed period was -6 min. Table 5.1
summarizes the individual wave parameters determined from this analysis, which covers
the period January '94 to July '97.

Table 5.1 Summary of Derived Wave Parameters for 16 Frontal Events Imaged at Bear
Lake Observatory, Utah (*represents event discussed in Chapter 4).

Event
*I

2
*3

4

5

UT
Date
21 Jan.
1994

16Feb.
1994
4May
1994

4May
1994

4Feb.
1995

UT
Time
12:3912:49
12:4513:04
13:0613 :16
09:1809:27
05:4305:51
05:5406:01
08:3508:42
08:2708:34
07:1707:32

~km2
22.1±1.5

v,
(ms- 1)

~min2

52±1

7.2

Na

19.3±1.5

56±2

5.7

184

01

23.7±0.7

57±1

6.9

185

01

6.2±0.3

15±1

7.1

180

OH

10.4±0.1

60±1

2.9

129

01

12.1±0.3

75±2

2.7

130

OH

17.5±0.8

55±2

5.3

116

01

17.1±0.7

57±4

5.0

114

01

11.7±1.1

51±2

3.9

352

Nightglow
Emission
OH

A..

'tob

Azimuth
~± S"N)
183
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Table 5.1 Continued

Event
6

7
8
9
10

II
*12

*13

14

*IS

16

UT
Date
4May
1995

UT
Time
04:5305 :10
04:5505:13
05:0105:10
30May 05:331995
05:38
30May 05:42 1995
05:51
26Aug. 08:151995
08:23
06:21I Sep.
1995
06:25
06:2106:30
I Sep.
06:2106:30
1995
23 Jan.
12:49 1996
12:57
02 :5703:06
23 Jun. 10:191996
10:28
10:2210:31
I Jul.
08:211997
08:27
08:1408:26
10:036 Jul.
1997
10:09
09:5710:09
09:556 Jul.
1997
10:01
Average
Value

Nightglow
Emission

OH

Ax
~km~
15.1±0.4

Na

(ms- 1)

too
~min~

46±1

5.5

Vx

Azimuth
~±so~

102
102

45±1

01

15.2±0.7

43±1

5.9

100

01

13.3±0.2

29±1

7.7

51

01

9.9±0.3

29±2

5.7

44

01

16.4±0.6

69±2

3.9

358

OH

22.2±0.0

41±2

9.0

358

01

18.4±0.4

51±1

6.0

6

01

15.4±0.4

60±1

4.3

323

OH

25 .8±0.2

72±3

5.3

178

01

25 .6±0.3

77±5

5.6

177

OH

12.4±0.5

42±1

4.9

7

01

14.5±0.1

48±1

5.0

5

OH

15.5±0.6

42±2

6.2

25

01

16.2±0.2

41±1

6.6

29

OH

18.1±0.3

32±2

9.4

46

01

18.4±1.3

32±1

9.7

40

OH

22.3±0.8

32±1

11.6

13

OH

18.1
14.6

47
46

6.7
5.4

01
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5.2 Intensity Measurements of Frontal Events
From the nightglow intensity measurements of frontal events, we have determined
that they are all characterized by a sudden change in intensity at the front, but not all
events show a contrast reversal between the OH (-87 km) and OJ (-96 km) emission
structures. To investigate the relative intensity perturbations induced by the passage of
the front and the associated wave motions, it is necessary to flat-field the data to remove
the effects of lens vignetting and line-of-sight enhancements due to the all-sky viewing
geometry. A simple method of flat-fielding the data is to average together several images
(typically ten) to determine the instrumental and sky flat-field response. This averaged
image is then subtracted from the data image to remove the unwanted optical distortions.
The resultant image data then contain information that can be compared in intensity at
any part of the image.

A full description of this method for quantitative intensity

measurements is given in Garcia et at. [1997].

The following data were all flat-fielded

before the intensity and contrast measurements were made.
Table 5.2 shows measurements of contrast ratios for the fronts and associated
trailing waves for each of the 16 frontal events observed. The contrast ratio is defined by
the relation (l.,.x - Imm) x I 00% I l.,.x where I.,.. is a measure of the peak brightness
and Imm an adjacent brightness minimum. For the fronts, this measurement represents
the "step-like" change in intensity that characterizes this type of event. The average
contrast ratios for the OH and 01 fronts were found to be -II% and -8%, respectively.
The average contrasts of the trailing
respectively.

OH and

01 waves were -6% and -5%,
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Table 5.2 Contrast Measurements of the Front and Trailing Waves of the 16 Frontal
Events. (X : no event, --- : no clear front, • : data discussed in Chapter 4)
OH Contrast
(Imn - Imin) x I 00 % I Imn
(%)
Coordinates
Time (x,y,),
Date
Front Wave
(UT~
{x2,i:2~
2I Jan.
(I87,86),
9.3
5.3
I994
13:05
(24I,490)
I6 Feb.
X
X
(124, I5I),
09:27
I994
(136,250)
4 May
(172,I9I),
7.9
IO
I994
05 :50
(3I5,343)
4 May
(56,I63),
2.9
IO
I994
08:34
(13I,2IO)
(I06,253),
4 Feb.
X
X
I995
07:I7
(I2I,4I5)
4 May
7.0
4.5
(349, I84),
I995
05 :IO
(I13, 146)
30 May
(99,232),
X
X
1995
05 :33
( 0,035)
30 May
X
X
(394, I03),
05 :5I
(28I,240)
1995
26 Aug.
(398,400),
X
X
I995
08 :19 (204,240)
I Sep.
(42I ,257),
5.5
I995
06:2I
(254, II4)
I Sep.
(438,367),
X
X
I995
06:2I
(346,348)
23 Jan.
(2I6,250),
4.8
13
02 :57
(381 ,375)
I996
23 Jun.
(224,30),
I6
6.9
10:22
(210,295)
I996
I Jul.
(360,18I),
7.7
2.9
08:26
(243,327)
I997
6 Jul.
(396,143),
9.3
I0:03
(245,259)
I997
6 Jul.
13
5.6
(233,20),
I997
09:57
{2I9, 245~
Average
I0.8
5.6
Contrast Ratio

Contrast (%)

Event
*I
2
*3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
*12
*13
I4
*I5
16

01 Contrast
(%)

=

Front
7.9

Wave
3.5

4.8

2.9

8.5

4.3

6.2

2.8

3.6

2.5
5.0

IO

7.3

6.9

4.5

13

4.2

11

7.8

9.6

4.0

I2

7.2

6.8

3.3

4.2

2.5
I5

X

X

8.0

5.1
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Both of these averages are somewhat smaller than those determined from the
Hawaiian data reported by Taylor eta/. [1995c]. Examination of Table 5.2 reveals a
considerable spread in the contrast values, particularly for the frontal ratios. The range of
contrast for the front was - 7-16% for the OH data and - 4-12% for the corresponding 01
data. These are significantly lower than the Taylor et a/. [ 1995c] observations, which
found contrasts of -33% for the OH data and - 24% for the 01 data, highlighting the
remarkable nature of that event. Contrast measurements of the trailing waves varied
from -3-7% for both emissions with one exception--an unusually large amplitude wave
observed on 6 July 1997 (event 15), which indicated a contrast of - 15% for the 01 data,
which compares with that of the Hawaiian observations (see Chapter 3). In general, the
contrast ratios associated with fronts are significantly larger than the perturbations
induced by the more frequently imaged bands that typically exhibited contrast of 5 to
10%.
Figures 5.1 to 5.6 show intensity profiles measured from the OH and/or OI wave
data structure associated with the six frontal events described in Chapter 4. In each case
the intensity scan was made normal to the front and in the same direction as its motion.
Thus, the left side of each scan starts behind the front and the right side stops ahead of
the front. Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.6 show a clear contrast reversal between the OH and
OI emission structures, whereas in Figure 5.5 no contrast reversal is seen. Figure 5.6 is
interesting as it shows no clear front at all, implying that the difference in intensity
between the front and trailing waves was small on this occasion.
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Figure 5.1 Intensity profiles of OH (top) and OI (bottom) emission at 13 :05 UT 21 Jan.
1994, BLO (event I). No obvious contrast reversal is evident. The front is located
between position 260 to 300 pixels. Note the clear oscillation in the OH trailing waves.
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Figure 5.2 Intensity profiles of OH (top) and 01 (bottom) emission at 05 :50 UT 4
May 1994, BLO (event 3). The front lies between position 50 to 65 pixels and is very
conspicuous. Note the clear contrast reversal between the OH and 01 data.
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Figure 5.3 Intensity profiles of OT emission at II :02 UT I 0 Feb. 1995, BLO. The 01
front lies between position 40 to 50 pixels. (The OH front was very faint and is not
shown here).
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Figure 5.4 Intensity profiles of OH (top) and or (bottom) emission at 02:57 UT 23 Jan.
1996, BLO (event 12). No contrast reversal. The front is between 25 to 50 pixels in the
OH but appears to be between 100- 130 in the or data. The trailing waves in both cases
are of very well defined.
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Figure 5.5 Intensity profiles of OH (top) and 01 (bottom) emission at 10:22 UT 23
June 1996, BLO (event 13 ). This is an excellent example of a clear front in both
emissions with no contrast reversal. The front lies between position 55 to 80 pixels.
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Figure 5.6 Intensity profiles of OH (top) and 01 (bottom) emission at 10:03 UT 6
July I 997, BLO (event 15). The front lies between position 40 to 50 pixels and is not
clear at all in these plots but is quiet evident in the image data Figure 4.4.6.
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CHAPTER6
DISCUSSION

6.1 Mesospheric Bores

Dewan and Picard [ 1998] have attempted to describe the frontal events reported
by Taylor eta/. [1995e] in terms of an internal mesospheric "undular bore" in their paper
entitled "On Mesospheric Bores." They draw heavily on the observed wave parameters
reported by Taylor and colleagues and have developed a simple model that is based on
the theory of bores in river channels, which bear a remarkable resemblance to the
mesospheric frontal events reported here.
Figure 6.1 shows an undular tidal bore on the River Mersey, England.

Tidal

bores travel up river and are due to funneling of water into narrowing channel resulting in
a step-like change in the water level at the leading edge. In an analogous manner the
mesospheric bore theory is based on the assumption that as the wave front passes
through the atmosphere it causes an abrupt raising or lowering of the various airglow
layers (OH, 01, Na, and 0 2 ) . This theory is founded on the fact that a significant change
in the OH rotational temperature (-20 K) was observed during the passage of the
Hawaiian frontal event (see Chapter 3). According to Makhlouf eta/. (1990], such a
temperature increase can be associated with an altitude decrease (due to adiabatic
compression) of - 2 km in this case. However, the theory fails to account for the
apparent delay in the sudden change in airglow brightness relative to the observed change
in temperature reported by Taylor eta/. [I 995c].
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Figure 6.1 Undular tidal bore on the River Mersey, England [Tricker,1965]. Note the
clear similarity in event morphology to the mesospheric data of Chapter 4.

Assuming that frontal events are the manifestation of mesospheric undular bores
at airglow altitudes, then the contrast reversal that is sometimes observed between the
lower and the higher altitude image data would be explained if we assume that: (1) the
bore existed in a horizontal wave guide or channel at -90-94 km (in the case of the
Hawaiian data), and (2) acted to depress the OH and Na layers downwards, thereby
increasing the brightness of these emissions and at the same time elevate the 0 2 and 01
layers upwards, which would cause these emissions to reduce in brightness. In the case
of a river bore, the channel has a rigid bottom. In the case of the atmosphere, a channel
could exist in a fonn of a duct. To quote Dewan and Picard, this duct would exist as "a
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layer of air bounded by a neutrally stable atmosphere" (assuming a windless condition)
according to Mahapatra eta/. [1991 , p. 1468]. Figure 6.2 shows a simplified model for
a bore of height h 1-ho propagating through undisturbed water of depth ho.
It is well known that the thermocline, an upper region of strong stability in an
oceanic bore, can support internal waves. The atmospheric bore is assumed to exist in a
region of high stability bounded by regions of low or neutral stability above and below it.
According to Lighthill [1978], there are two kinds of modes in oscillation of the
thermocline called "sinuous" and "varicose." In the first case, the top and the bottom of
the thermocline move together in phase. In the latter case, they oscillate 180° out of
phase. A mid-plane about which the waves oscillate symmetrically behind the bore plays
the same role of the rigid bottom of the water channel. Figure 6.3 shows a symmetrical
undular bore with symmetry plane S where the displacement is zero in analogy with the
rigid bottom in channel bores. According to lidar observations by Dao eta/. [1995]

Figure 6.2 Schematic diagram showing a model of a bore of height h,-ho propagating to
undisturbed water of depth ho . The frame of reference of this figure is where the bore is
stationary. In the frame where the bore moves into still water, uo would be the bore' s
velocity and u 1 is the velocity of the water at the rear of the bore front [Dewan and
Picard, 1998].
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Figure 6.3 Schematic diagram showing a symmetrical undular bore with symmetry plane
S [Dewan and Picard, 1998]. In this case it is easy to see the OI and OH waves could
exhibit contrast reversal.

obtained during the ALOHA-93 campaign (but not on the night of the frontal event), the
existence of such a channel, which is characterized by a region of increased stability in the
atmosphere, can be caused by a sudden temperature increase near 90 km. Most recently,

Huang et a!. [ 1998] explained the observations of the localized temperature increase
reported by Dao eta/. [1995] as being due to a gravity-wave critical-layer interaction in
which case deposition of momentum due to the critical layer would accelerate the mean
flow to an instability condition resulting in turbulence and subsequent heating.
As already mentioned, the reversal in contrast (180° out of phase) of the wave
pattern for the two lower airglow layers (OH and Na) compared with the two upper

s
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layers (0 2 and 01) reported in the Hawaiian data indicates that on this occasion the bore
might have been fortuitously centered between the Na (-90 km) and 0 2 (-94 km)
airglow regions. If this were the case, then the observation of no contrast reversal, as
shown in Figure 5.5, could easily be explained by the bore residing either below or above
all four emission layers. Although tides in the ocean are the source of river bores, it is
not clear that atmospheric tides are a possible source of mesospheric bores.

6.2 Comparison with Bore Theory
The theory of mesospheric undular bores derived by Dewan and Picard [ 1998)
can be applied immediately to several aspects of our data. First, the existence of undular
bores in the MLT region would by analogy with the river bores explain their observed
morphology. In all but one frontal event, a limited number of trailing wave crests were
observed in keeping with the concept of an undulating bore. Furthermore, the number of
wave crests appeared to increase with time for several of these events. This aspect of the
observations is predicted by Dewan and Picard's theory at a rate of approximately three
crests per hour. It is difficult to compare this rate with our data, which were often
limited in duration by the observing conditions. However, we can say that an increase of
three crests per hour would be an upper limit based on the available data. The bore
theory explains the existence of the front as a trapped or ducted wave motion and as such
predicts a relatively high phase speed and a short observed period of - 5 min (assuming a
zero wind condition). This prediction is most consistent with our observations and those
of Taylor et al., which show phase speeds of up to 76 ms· 1 and observed periods as low
as 2.7 min (i.e., below the Brunt period), indicating possible wind effects on the observed
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wave periods. However, some frontal events exhibited significantly lower phase speed
(as low as 30 ms- 1) and consequently observed periods as high as 12 min. Dewan
(private communication) has indicated these events also fall into the range of phase
speeds and periods that could be expected for dueled waves depending on the
background ML T conditions.
Of considerable importance is the (now simple) explanation for the observed
contrast reversal between the OH and 01 emission structure that we have shown in this
analysis is apparent for some, but certainly not all frontal events.

The explanation

proposed by Dewan and Picard relates this phenomenon to the relative location in
altitude of the bore with respect to the airglow emission layers. In summary, this study
has revealed several events that are qualitatively similar to the original observations of
Taylor et al. The results show that such events are not unique but they are certainly not
common (compared with other gravity wave structure described by bands and ripples).
The close proximity of the airglow layers to the meso pause (atmospheric temperature
minimum, see Figure I. I) may play a role in the existence of thermal ducts capable of
trapping the wave motions. Alternatively, Doppler ducts at MLT heights (due to regions
of different wind shear) are also capable of trapping short-period waves [Isler et al.,
1998]. The exact location of the duct is not known for any of our data, but observations
of no contrast reversal indicate that it would be located either above or below both of the
OH and 01 emission layers. A cornerstone of the bore theory is the observation of a
temperature change (increase) observed as the front passed overhead at Hawaii during
the ALOHA-93 campaign, which in tum suggested a displacement of -2 km induced by
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the passage of the bore. Unfortunately, no temperature data are available for comparison
with our BLO data set to confirm this finding .
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR FUTURE STUDIES

Gravity waves play a very important role in the dynamics ofMLT region because
they can transfer large amounts of energy and momentum from the troposphere into the
upper atmosphere [Fritts and Vincent, 1987].

Frontal events have been called

"spectacular gravity wave events" because they have very distinguishable characteristics
that set them apart from other, more frequently observed, internal gravity waves.
Furthermore, they are conspicuous by their relatively high contrast and their ability to
cause reversals in contrast for the differing airglow emissions residing at different
altitudes.
Theoretical research on mesospheric frontal events is quite recent and is based on
their observed properties in the troposphere (morning glories), oceans, and some rivers,
all of which are well documented phenomena. Several models exist to explain oceanic
and tropospheric bores, but only the undular bore model has so far been invoked to
explain the (then) isolated observations by Taylor et al. of a single mesospheric frontal
event. This model provides several ways to test its validity. The BLO data set agrees
well in principle with this model, but there is a clear need for more comprehensive
measurements of mesospheric winds and the associated temperature changes during the
passage of such events. These measurements could be made at BLO or some other
suitable site and are necessary to isolate and characterize the nature of the ducted
wave motion.
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The most prominent characteristic of a frontal event is its sharp leading edge,
followed by a limited number of trailing waves. Contrast reversal between the OH (-87
km) and OI (-96 km) emissions is characteristic but not an essential feature. In this

thesis I have shown cases of no contrast reversal and in one instance no associated
waves, yet the front was very prominent (see Figure 4.4). The reversal in contrast is
assumed to be the response to an adiabatic temperature change as a result of a vertical
displacement of the airglow layers by a disturbance propagating in a horizontal wave
guide. Such disturbances do not appear to be common and major unanswered questions
are, therefore, what events give rise to bore-like motions in the atmosphere? How often
do they occur, and how far can they propagate horizontally before they dissipate?
The measurement of the frontal events ofBear Lake Observatory, Utah (41.9°N)
from 1994 to 1997 using a new, high-sensitivity CCD camera indicates a typical
horizontal wavelength of 15 to 25 km, a mean horizontal phase speed of -50 ms·', and an
average period of 3 to 12 min.

According to Taylor et at. [1995e], the average

horizontal wavelength of the frontal event observed over Hawaii (21 "N) was 19.3 ± 0.7
km, the average horizontal velocity was about 76 ms·', and the average period was 4.2 ±
0.2 min. The mid-latitude BLO data, therefore, exhibit properties that encompass these
measurements. Furthermore, to date most observations of frontal events were made in
the summer months and more observations are necessary at other times of the year to
confirm these findings .
Imaging techniques have been developed considerably over the past 25 years for
investigating of night sky phenomena. The most recent and powerful instrument is an all-
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sky (180°) CCD camera used in this experiment.

But still more advanced imaging

techniques such as two-dimensional mesospheric temperature mapping are necessary to
investigate gravity wave signatures in more detail. With the availability of new data,
developments in the bore models will surely ensue.
Generally, the sources of most small-scale internal gravity waves are considered
to be thunderstorms, fronts, jet streams, or orographic force over mountainous areas,
which are thought to generate quasi-monochromatic waves (as evidenced in bands). On
the other hand, mesospheric bores exhibit quite dissimilar characteristics in their
morphology and in their relatively high contrast. In this thesis I have not investigated the
sources of the observed frontal events discussed herein. Source studies are inherently
difficult, involving ray tracing or other techniques to isolate the disturbances, and as such
are quite rare [e.g., Taylor and Hapgood, 1988]. However, this type of research is both
promising and necessary. If the sources prove to be of the same type as those responsible
for the more common wave structures, then we should also investigate what causes the
difference between frontal events and band-type gravity waves. In summary, this study
suggests that within the current limits of the available data, the bore model proposed by
Dewan and Picard adequately explains the most prominent properties of frontal events
so far recorded at BLO.
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APPENDIX

86
DERIVATION OF THE AGW DISPERSION RELATION

Most parts of the following descriptions are based on the book "The physics of
atmospheres" (pp 106- 108) by Houghton [1989].
With reference to section 1.3.2. the components of the momentum equation are:

du
dt
dw
dt

_!_iP

+

pa

+

where, u = dx/dt, w = dz/dt, p

_!_iP
p&

0

(A-1)

0

(A-2)

= density of fluid ,

and p

= pressure of fluid

According to the continuity equation:

_!_ dp
p dt

+

+

0

(A-3)

According to the first law of thermodynamics, the potential temperature 8
should be constant for adiabatic motion, i.e. :

dln8
dt

0

where 8 can be represented in terms of p and p such that:

(A-4)
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dlnB
dt

__!_dlnp
r dt

dlnp
dt

(A-5)

Neither (), p nor p vary in the horizontal for the unperturbed atmosphere. Now let us
introduce small perturbations (represented by a prime) in the velocity components,
pressure, and density field due to the wave motion, such that u = u1, w =
1

p , and p =

v/,

p + p1, where a component with a bar represent the mean value.

p 1=

p

+

Then using

the hydrostatic equation:

p" 1 (iJpliJz)

(A-6)

- lf'

(where H is the atmospheric scale height), the equation of state:

pip

(A-7)

gH

ignoring products of primed quantities, the above four equations (A-I), (A-2), (A-3) and
(A-5) become for the four unknowns u1,

&I

iJ

I

-

a+gHa:(plp)=o

v/,

p 1I

p , and

p1 I

p:

(A-8)
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(A-9)
W
iJ
I
H+a(plp)=O

iJ

I

(A-10)

-

-8 w' +-(plp)=O

(A-ll)

a

where, the vertical stability parameter B is equal to iJ ln8 I iJz.

In an isothermal

atmosphere, H is constant and thus B is constant and equal to (y- I) I y H .
The following four equations are obtained assuming wave solutions of the form exp (a z)
exp i (wt +lex+ rnz) (see section 1.3.2.) by substituting into equations (A-8), (A-9), (A-

w',

10), and (A-ll) for solving for the four unknowns u1,
substituting a = 112H into the equation with m

iro u1 + ikgH (p 1 I
iro

w'

+

g (p 1 I

p)

p)

=

*"

p1I

p , and

+ iro (p 1 1 p)

0

(A-12)
1

+ (- 112 g + imgH) (p I

-1/yiro (p1 1 p)

p,

0 (i.e., internal waves). We get:

p)

0
0

-B

p1 I

0

(A- 13)

(A-14)
(A-15)

The dispersion characteristic AGW relation can then be obtained by making the real part
of the determinant of the above coefficients for the four unknowns equal to zero. Let's
follow this step by step. Matrix M of the above coefficients offour unknowns is:
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M

iro

0

0

ikgH

0

iro

g

1/2 g +irngH

ik

- \1,

H" 1 + irn

iro

-B

0

(A-16)

0

- iro ly

iro

The determinant ofM becomes:

det (M)

2

-114 (4ro 4 H- 2ro 2 g + ro 2 gy- 4iro 2 gyrnH + 4iro rngH

(A-17)

2

- 4ro 2 grn 2 H 2 y- 2ro 2 BgHy + 4iro 2 BgH yrn

- 4k2 g H 2 yro 2 + 4k2g 2 H 2 yB) I (Hy)

Setting the real part of the determinant ofM to zero gives:

Re(det (M))

- ro 4 ly + ro 2 gi(2Hy)- ro 2 gi(4H) + Hro 2 grn2
+ ro 2 Bg I 2 + Hk2 g ro 2

-

H k2 g 2 B
(A-18)

0

Substituting B = (y - I) I (yH) into (A-18) yields:

Re(det (M))

- ro 4 ly + ro 2 gi(2Hy)- ro 2 gi(4H) + Hro 2 grn2
+ ro\y-l)gl(2yH) + Hk2 gro 2

0

-

k2 g 2 (y-l)ly
(A-19)
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If we now solve this equation for m2 the solution becomes:

- [-co 4 1r + co 2 gi(4H) +Hk2 gco 2

-

2

k'g2 + k2 g2 /y]I(Hco g)

co 2 I (yHg) - (114) (1 + 4 H2 k2) I H2 + k 2 g(y- I) I yHco 2

(A-20)

By using the following relations,
COs

2

co, 2

-

(y- I)g l(yH)

-

ygi(4H)

=

where, co8

C2 1(4H2)

:

Brunt-Vaisala frequency

co, : acoustic frequency

2

m becomes:

k2 (ros2 1co 2 -I)+ (co 2

-

co/)IC 2

(A-2I)

This equation is the dispersion equation of a gravity wave written in the form of the
horizontal and vertical wave numbers. The original form as derived by Hines [I960] is
obtained by multiplying co 2 C2 to the above dispersion equation:

(A-22)

And substituting k2 = k/ and m2 = k/ into the above equation, we get the following
dispersion relation of the other form:
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co 4

-

co 2 C 2 (k/ + k/) + (y- 1) g 2 kx2

-

co 2 1 g 2 I (4C 2)

=

0

(A-23)

[Hines, 1960]

